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Liberal/Conservative Radar Detection Monitor Released 

by OmniPreSense 
 

Know which way your friends lean without a political discussion! 
 
San Jose, CA April 1, 2024 – OmniPreSense Corporation, an innovative supplier of 
radar sensors, announced the OPS900 liberal/conservative (LIBCON) detection monitor.  
The AI driven radar monitor can tell if a person is a liberal or conservative, saving you 
from uncomfortable political discussions, ugly looks, and needless arguments. 
 
The OPS9000 uses OmniPreSense’s proprietary radar signal processing and AI to 
accurately report if a person is a liberal, blue light, or conservative, red light.  The radar 
scans and detects nanoparticles in a person’s cells and thru an AI based large body 
model (LBM) discerns the differences in their orientation (leaning left or right).  Future 
enhancements will discern their spin for bullshit detection utilizing a proprietary LLM 
(Large Liar Model) 
 
With the OPS9000 LIBCON monitor, you can step into a bar, scan the room, and know 
instantly who to talk to and who to avoid.  You can discreetly scan that blind date for 
guidance on what subjects you can discuss and what to avoid.  Or at a business 
meeting, know what jokes you can crack and what’s taboo. 
 
OmniPreSense is working to expand the LIBCON ecosystem by integrating it with the 
latest high-tech products.  A direction connection into the Apple Vision Pro will allow 
blue/red highlighting of individuals in real time.  An API extension for Facebook will 
allow tagging your connections as liberal or conservative and make available a new 
game, “Where’s the Conservative?”.  Work is also proceeding on extensions to Elon 
Musk’s Neuralink technology for direct feedback into your brain. 
 
“We continue to innovate on our core radar technology and are pleased to provide 
products that can make our world safer,” stated Alfred P. Neuman, Chairman of 
OmniPreSense. “Just think of a world you can view through red and blue tinted glasses.  
We’re excited to put this power in everyone’s hands, especially during this contentious 
election year.” 
 
Pricing and Availability 
 
The OPS9000 LIBCON monitor is available for pre-order and priced at $999.  It will ship 
when it’s released to production. It can be ordered from the company website at 
www.omnipresense.com. 
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About OmniPreSense 
 
Based in San Jose, CA, OmniPreSense provides short range radar for sensing a safer 
world. 
 
Contact Information: Jenny 
+1-408-867-5309 
aprilfoolsday@omnipresense.com 
 
Disclaimer: This is an April Fools joke, there is no such product as the OPS9000 LIBCON monitor and 
there are no relationships between OmniPreSense and any of the companies or products mentioned. 
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